












$ 1 .5 
million  













 Brian Boyd 
and Yasunori Chiba 
Two SJSU aeronautics 
students  






million lawsuit against the 
university and Aeronautics
 
Department Chairman Thomas 
Leonard.
 
The students charged in 
documents filed Feb. 29 in U.S.
 




engaged in "certain discriminatory
 
practices." 
Academic  Vice President 
Hobert W. Burns stated that as a 
matter of policy the university does 
not comment




declined  to 
comment, citing the same policy. 
The three plantiffs
 are Nabil 
Taovil and Marcel Frangieh. both 
SJSU students majoring in 
aeronautics, and aeronautics 
graduate Samir Asad. 
All three are U.S. citizens. 
Frangieh and 
Asad are of Jordanian
 
descent 
whle Taovil is of Lebanese 
descent.  
l'he three are seeking $500,000 
each in general




are  awarded 
to a plaintiff when 
specific injuries 
they claim 




 action are 
proven.
 











documents,  the plaintiffs 
indicate
 three causes of action. 
According to the first cause of 
action in the 
complaint,  the 
university, 





students  of Middle 
Eastern  descent 
by "causing them 
to
 feel out of 
place, 
undeserving  and inferior 
in 
all ways to native-born
 students." 
This, according
 to charges in the 
suit, 
violates
 the 14th 
Amendment 
which includes 





suit  also 
claims  that 
students 
of Middle 
Eastern  descent 
-are
 frequently the
 object of verbal
 





 three claim 
that
 students of 
Middle  Eastern 
origin
 are routinely 
required to 
complete  more than
 the 
usual 128 
units  needed to 
graduate 
because 






 by the 
students  
and late 










Eastern  descent 
are 
"routinely"
 told that a 














currences have caused 
them











































unanimously  approved 
funding
 for hiring 12 
additional
 police officers - five 
for foot patrol duty in 
the  
SJSU area. and seven
 for a special youth 
service unit at 
King 
and  Story roads. 
With 47 
speakers  ready to 
talk in favor of 
the  funding. 
the
 council took 
little time 
Tuesday
 night in 
passing  the 
motion 6-0 with 




will  go into 
effect as 
soon as 
















posts  will be 
filled 






 will cost 
















hoped that the 
situation will
 be cleared 
up





graduation  in 
October. 
The size of that 
academy
 class, however, is in 
doubt.  
Forty positions need 
to be filled in the police
 force,  and the 
recruiting 
pool may have run 




council  discussed dropping 
the 60 college unit 
prerequisite and
 the one-third 
bilingual




 "It seems to 
me
 to be a giant step 
backward  and one I 
find unacceptable."
 Councilman 
Larry  Pegram said of 
lowering
 the college requirement.
 Pegram is a former 
pollee officer. 
The  proposed funding 
was tabled at the 
last  council 
meeting to allow for
 more study time. 
"The layman
 might think the 
wait did nothing, but 
that's just not 
true," Vice Mayor 
Jerry  Estruth said. "It 
showed 
us how the situation 
at King and Story 
might  be 
policed.
 
"As far as 
foot  patrols go, the lack
 of a negative report 












 cause of 
action.  
The second
 part of 
their com-
plaint says


















































































The suit states that "Dr. Hughey 
left unexpectedly, before the time of 
his scheduled departure, to return to 
Pittsburgh, and Dr. Hughey's report 
was
 rewritten by Mr. Hobert W. 
Burns..."
 
Reached by telephone at the 
University of Pittsburgh, where he 
is special assistant to the provost. 
Hughey denied that he left unex-
pectedly.
 
-I was contracted by the 
American Council on Education to 
do an administrative internship at 
SJSU," Hughey said. "I left on time. 
I left because I had a contractual 
agreement that called for 
me to 
leave on a 
specific day." 
The suit also claims 
that
 
Hughey's  report "imposed no real 
obligations on the department to 
correct discriminatory acts." 
"I
 was to investigate the charg-





said. "Being black, I have often 
experienced
 the feeling of dis-
crimination. I'm very familiar with 
that 
feeling."  









 in the 
Second

























 East and South 
San  Jose 
barrios
 Sunday afternoon, 
calling 
for an end to police 
brutality and 
barrio warfare




second  Chicano Spiritual 
Unity  
March wound 



















































has  been the 
scene of 
sporadic  nighttime violence 
between the 
community  youth 
and 
police

























brutality and over the ashes of 
hundreds of red flares used at night 
to reroute traffic away 
from  the 
street  disruptions. 
Black Beret member Henry 
Dominguez. one of the march 
organizers, said that in addition to 
calling for an end to police 
harassment 
and barrio violence 
between rival 
gangs,  the marchers 
were
 calling for an end to 
cutbacks  in 
the bilingual
 programs and an 














 Dennis Banks also 
took part 
in the march and later spoke at the 
rally's culmination in the Southside 
park. 
Banks called out for 
a 
unification of all 
oppressed 
minorities in 
order  to form a more 
powerful 
voice in the 
decision -





"We must work together if we 
are to accomplish the goals we have 
set forth here today," 
Banks  said. 
"Otherwise 
we will 
just  be a 















always end up doing the majority of 
the fighting, along with all the other 






 I draft  the 
youth from 
the middle and upper 
clear way to get things done," he 
said, "and I don't 
want that to 
happen." 
Dominguez
 declared the 
march 
a 
success and said that 
he
 hoped this 
would ease the tensions that 
have  







7 2 year old 
































 Union to 
a receptive
 audience






 the 6 -foot,












 a world 
traveler,  a 
soldier,  a 
dude  rancher, 
an educator,
 and a lifelong
 adventurer.
 "is really 
proper  use 
and 
conservation






























 twice before. 
While on 
the mountain,
 wearing only 
bib overalls,
 the two were 
caught in 
a sudden 





 night in all 
history,- 
Petzoldt  said. 
Somehow,  though,
 Petzoldt and
 his friend 
managed  to 
survive
 and later 
actually made 
it
 to the top of the 













Petzoldt  went on 
to scale 
everything  from the
 Himalayas to 






















 invented a 
widely  used 
system  of sigmas 
Ira i rale 
climpers
 and 
established  the 
world  record for 
the 
longest time 
spent at an 
altitude of 






Petzoldt  did 
not dwell 
on








 can save 
the 
remaining 





 only real 
hope,  he said, is 
to educate 
people.  Very few
 people know 
how 
to
 enjoy the 
wild outdoors
 without 























out into the 
wilderness  for five 
weeks. 
When 
asked  where 
the  most 
beautiful
 wilderness
 area in the
 United 
States
 is, Petzoldt 
smiled,  shook 
his head slightly,
 and said 




 Wind River 
Mountains in 
Wyoming are 
spectacular."  he 
said. 
"Alaska is..." 
Petzoldt  stopped speaking,
 seemingly at a loss










 K. Ham 
Last week's violence at the Spartan Pub 
after  a 
regular Thursday night punk rock performance will 
not 
affect  future performances, according to Spartan 
Shops manager Edward Zent.
 
The Pub was disrupted last week after an ap-
pearance by the group "Six O'clock News," 
University Police arrived at the Pub shortly after 
a shouting match erupted between Pub employees 
and customers. No one was arrested. 
At the time 
of
 the incident, Pub employees were 
attempting  to clear the room and close 
for  the night. 
A call by University
 Police for 
assistance  
brought six San Jose City Police cars to the Pub 
However,  they 
left
 almost immediatly. 
No damage to the Pub was reported by Spartan 
Shops management, but a $1,200 amplifier
 belonging 
to the band was broken,
 according to Peter
 
Bloom of 




past  we 
have had these 
performances 
totally controlled without incident," said I,orraine 
David,
 who is overseeing the Pub 
while manager 
John Carrow 
is on leave. 
Spartan Shops is 
taking  measures to 
insure that 
there is 
no more trouble on 







 and better coverage
 by the Pub 
employees  so 
we can
 have a pleasant
 and controlled 
evening," she 
said. 
The  Pub is also 




stage  and around 
tables to cordon 
off the 
dancing  floor 
so
 dancers can't
 bump into 













protected  and there







incident  to the 





some to bump 
into
 other dancers








































The other day I walked to the 
grocery 
store  across the street from 
where I live and I saw the
 same old 




 persons were oc-






radio  blasting. And I saw a red 
sportscar with a 
middle-aged man 
a stick -figure drawing of 
a person in 
a wheelchair. They are 
usually 
wider  than the other spaces 
and 
many also have
 signs posted stating 
they 
are for use by the 
handicapped.
 
It is true, however,
 that many of 
the 
parking spots are in 
bad  con-








the  others. In this case it 
is the 
responsibility  of the 
store or 
'What prompts some people to be so 
inconsiderate
 is beyond comprehension' 
behind the wheel. Neither car had 
any markings designating
 it as a 
vehicle for transporting han-
dicapped persons. 
Unfortunately, I've found this to 
be a common occurrence in San Jose 
and neighboring towns. 
What prompts people who are 
physically and mentally  fit to 
be so 
ignorant and inconsiderate is 
beyond my comprehension. 
Perhaps many people 
don't 
realize they are parking in spaces 
for the handicapped, but I doubt it. 
Most of the spaces in this 
area  are 
designated  by double blue lines, the 
wink 
handicap parking 


























where  they 
are 








with an easily 
identifiable. 
convenient 
place  to 
park.  
When these 
spaces  are occupied 
by 
persons who 
don't  need them, 
handicapped
 people 
are  forced to 
search for another place 
to park and 
will 

















leg braces when he or she 
has 
to 
walk across an entire parking 
lot 
or 






















viously  not 
enforced.  








 a large 
scale.  A 
stake-
out





What  we need 
is for people to 
be 
willing





spots  and walk 
the extra 10,
 
20 or even 50 
yards from 





 you start to 
pull  
into a "handicap-only" 
parking 
space when you don't belong 
there, 
think of this: 
"I'm lucky to have the
 
use of my legs 
as well as all my other 
limbs. I'm glad 
I have full mental 
capacity. I should be 
happy I don't 
need to use 
these  specially -
designated spaces. But 
if
 I ever do 
need
 to use them. I hope people 
aren't as rude











































 issue broiling 
on the political spit 
alongside the 
presidential primary chickens. 
For all voters, this issue is 
closer than they'll ever
 get to the 
candidate 
they  vote for. 
The center of controversy is the 
multi-lingual
 ballot for which many 
folks are getting "multi -vocal" 
about  . 
In 
1975,  a law was passed stating 




This law means that when at 
least 5 
percent of the population of a 
city or county is 
of a certain ethnic 
minority and doesn't 
speak English, 
their language must 
be provided on 
the ballot 
so
 they can vote. 
In this case, counties, which are 
responsible for this task, must take 
the time and manpower to include 
up to three additional languages on 
the ballot besides English. 
California is one of 30 states with 
a diverse ethnic
 populace that the 
law
 effects. 
Sen. S.I. Hayakawa, R -Calif., 




Recently, he drew up a proposal 
to repeal the law. 




 in May. 
Proponents
 of this statute have 
heralded it as former California Sen. 
John Tunney did in 1975 when the 
law was passed.
 
A clause in Sec. I of the 14th 




portion of the section 
reads: "No state
 shall make or 
enforce any 
law which  shall abridge
 
the privileges or immunities of 
citizens of the 
United  States." The 
issue is 
covered
 in a more positive 
fashion in a following
 passage: 
.Nor
 deny to any person within its
 
jurisdiction the 
equal protection of 
the laws." 
It seems democracy has 
met  its 
match in the





Opponents  to the 










 of cost. 
If it 
were
 just as 
expensive  to 
print more 
languages
 on a ballot 
than just 





 to this law, but 
the  point is that it 
does
 cost more to 
print these
 ballots and usually,
 as is 
the  case in 
California,
 ballots are 
directly see what goes on here. 
At present, ballots are printed 
mostly in English. Spanish and 
Chinese. Now, unless any of us 
have  
been living in a 
cave, we know good 
and well that there are 
more 
minorities than 
just Spanish and 








 to name 
a 
with new world immigrants in the 
past. But it's not too much to ask 
that, in order to function  as a semi -
intelligent and informed voter, one 
have a 
good  command of English. 
And it's not as 
if by helping 
people learn English we are forcing 
them into the melting pot. In order to 
have 
responsible
 voting we must 
have voters who can read papers, 
'The 
United  States calls English 
our national language 
hut then 
caters to citizens who 
speak other languages'
 
printed in Spanish and Chinese. 
The expense is not so much in 
the printing as it is in the tran-
slation, but it 
all evens out to 
monetary
 expenditure in the end. 
Aside from the cost factor, the 
difficulty and inconvenience
 I find 
myself in as a voter is when I must 
visually try to sift through these 
languages
 to find the English. But 
there is still another more 
predominant factor. 
Why should 
people who can't 
read and understand English be 
allowed to vote? 
If I decided to immigrate from 
the United States to Italy or France. 
and could not speak those national 
languages upon being eligible to vote 
in those countries, I would
 not ex-
pect that 
country  to provide an 
English translation of things on the 
ballot so that I could therefore in-
terpret it in 
my native language and 
vote.  
True, the 
United  States may be 
unique

























































can see she 
has  done her 
homework  
in many areas, but 
I take exception 
with  her 
viewpoint
 that the 
Equal  
Rights  Amendment is the 
solution.  
I am amazed with 
the amount of 
people  who support
 ERA and who
 
know  next to 
nothing
 about the 
amendment. I've 
talked to people 
who 
are strong supporters of ERA 
who haven't even read the amend-
ment. 
The 
danger in the passage of the 
ERA,
 as I see it, is 
that





































not the same. There are certain 
basic differences.
 I don't believe 
ERA recognizes these 
differences.
 
I have read through the ERA 
and one 
thing  I cannot see is what 
the real long-term 





based on the 14th Amendment, yet 
these current laws allow for natural 
differences.
 
Yes, women must stand up for 
their rights and I'll 
stand up and 
fight for them with 
you. The issue is 
not simply a choice
 of either being 
for or against 
women's  rights. To 
oppose ERA 
is not to oppose 
women  
or to 
favor  their oppression.
 One can 
be enthusiastically






































few. Granted, these groups may not 
be as numerous as the Chinese or the 
Spanish, but viewed from straight 
under the brim of the 14th Amend-
ment's Section I. not printing ballots 
carrying those languages is 
discrimination. 
To make it 
easier and to play
 









state  or local 
money  is saved 
from  not printing 
more than 
one  language 
on
 a ballot 
should 
be used to 
teach these 
minorities
 how to speak









come  out in favor of this
 step 
rather than 
having  multi-lingual 
ballots. 
We shouldn't expect minorities 
who don't speak English
 to lose their 
cultures to the 
melting  pot of Am-
erican society,
 as has been the case 
flyers 
and understand television and 
radio broadcasts. 
In the 
last two years. Santa 
Clara County, for one, has been 
feeding people's unwillingness or 
inopportunity 
to learn English by 
providing  ballots totally in a per-
son's
 ethnic language upon request. 
Another waste factor in 
providing 
these ballots which has 
been studied in the past is 
that 
minority voter
-turnout rate has 
usually been lower than the majority 
turnout. 
This forum piece has 
not been 
meant to level a 
case against 
minorities, but for
 most facets of 
American life 
that use the written 




ballot is not 
only a 






 two factors are 
enough to 
give this practice its 
walking 
papers.  



















































Women libbers must 
keep a 
sense  of humor 
by Boni Brewer 
Staff Writer 
A woman's 
individual  creative expression  and respect from both 
self  and society  depends on more than the 
dogma
 of a mass movement. 
While millions of women 
have the liberation movement to thank for 
recognition of their potential and the 
social/economic
 gains of women in 
general, women 
should  move past ideologies to find out who they 
are. 
Narrowing women's 
issues  down to slogans dressed in grim 
black  
and white has helped make women's 
grievances widely known to the 
status quo. That's 
both important and necessary. 
But the meaning of 
slogans  like "chauvinist" or "liberated" too often 
become muddled or lost completely and taken
 far too seriously 
Some people take them at their face value, accepting inadequate 
definitions 
like god-fearing religious  doctrine. Others who do try to figure 
out 
what they mean seldom agree. 
"Neither literature nor life can be reduced to 
revolutionary  slogans 
without great 
violence  being done to our humanity," feminist Erika Jong 
commented in the April issue of Playboy Magazine. 
The world is not 
wrapped up in a tidy package where changing 
"women" to "womyn" is going to change things without being coupled 
with positive action. 
Slogans do make 
people  aware of women's needs, but it's up to our 
ability 
to see the shades of gray and to innovate that solutions 
will be 
found. 
Some in the movement insist there's no such thing as a "feminine" 
feminist, that women who sleep 




The term "sexism," which is used to refer to 
degrading attitudes 
toward women, has 
confused  many people into thinking that sex itself is 
public equality  enemy No. 1  that if somehow we can just 
get rid of sex, 
our "goals" will be realized. 
Whose goals? Jong 
points  to the humor -starved Ayatollah Khomeini 
and Anita Bryant and wonders if it isn't 
their own sexual fears they are 
trying to "protect" us against. 
'A sexually -healthy culture does 
not  divide books into 'clean' and 
'dirty' and does 
not fragment life into sexual and non -sexual com-
ponents," Jong insists. 
Freedom requires a 
certain  sense of humor, she says. 
"Funny thing about women's lib. Nothing seems very funny 
anymore." 
Some women would argue that writing for Playboy is blasphemous 
enough but Jong was criticized by many for her 1973 book, "Fear of 
Flying," which depicted sex as "more often absurd and humorous than 
tragic and 
destructive." 
People have an "inner need" to be able to laugh at themselves and 
their situations and Jong is right in 
thinking that sex, while a serious 
matter, is no excpetion. 
Sexual 
humor,  like individual expression, risks confusion and 
sometimes offense for women in a 
movement still too fragmented and 
insecure to 
accept  different perceptions of truth. 
"The general humorlessness of the 
women's movement ... stems 
from a great uncertainty 




psychologically   the freedom they are 
demanding,"  Jong 
says.  
Humor 
degrading to women as of 
mothers-in-law  and secretaries) 
fortunately 
is no longer considered 
funny.
 But rather than ignore 
that  
sexual ironies still exist, Jong 
calls for the "humor of liberation"
 which 
can poke
 fun  at human 
traits. 
Women's social and economic gains are not
 complete and it's easy to 
understand how 
being  caught between two or more sets of role 
models  
makes it hard for many women to find 
anything
 funny in the situation. 
The ability 
to laugh and the 
ability
 for individual 
expression  are 
privileges
 of the already 
liberated,  Jong points 






But hiding behind 
religion and taking the 
"cause" too seriously 
alienates us from 
happiness and the ultimate
 goal of human 
beings  ( men 
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Spartan
 




should  be 
submitted
 at the 
Daily 
office
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class 
standing  
























should be submitted 
as 
early as 
possible to the 

































For Lyn Cross, Terry Sanford's failure to make the 
nationals
 was just 
another  disappointment in 
an up and 
down 
season  for the 
SJSU  
women's
 gymnastic  team. 
Needing to finish among the top 24 
gymnasts  in the 
nation who's teams did not make it to the nationals, it was 
announced  Wednesday that Sanford finished 
27th.  The 
rank of the 
gymnasts  was figured by adding their season 
composite to 
double  their regional performance. San -
ford's total was 
34.116.
 
Sanford, a sophomore, still has an outside chance of 












obviously a disappointment to Cross and Sanford, 
but the 
two have been disappointed before. 
"Not 
going to the regionals
 as a team when
 we'd been 
there the last three years was a disappointment. That was 
one of our goals." Cross 
said.  
Despite beating California twice this season and 
coming up with a clutch 
performance in the NorCal 
championships, SJSU ws still nosed out of the regionals by 
the Bears. 
SJSU also
 had only marginal success in facing one of 
the toughest schedules 
the Spartans have ever had. 
Finishing  10-8, SJSU lost to defending national 
champions Fullerton State twice, national 
powerhouses  
UCLA. Arizona State. San Diego State and Stanford. 
This season has been a lot harder than other seasons. 
We've met a lot of stronger teams, which is the 1- A way to 
build a 
program," Cross said. 
SJSU also 
has a solid foundation for the program in 
freshman
 Barbara Talerico. A New Jersey import. 
Talerico
 is 
S'JSU's No. 2 gymnast with a 31.69 all-around 
average.
 
"Barb has not even begun to do the things she can do 
in the 
future."  Cross said. 
Two of the biggest areas of improvement Cross sees 
are in Cathy
 Lefferts and Paulette Bugbee. 
Leffert's turned in a solid regular season as the 
Spartans' fourth gymanst, but really exploded in the 
NorCal 
championships  where she had five season bests. 
Bugbee's biggest improvements have come in the 




has also been 
instrumental  in 







Only alter a strenuous battle with 









 edge the 
Dons 5-4  yesterday on the South Campus courts. 
The narrow victory brought the Spartans' season 
record up to 12-2. 
No. 1 singles player Nial Brash cashed in on his
 
11th 
consecutive victory this season
 by thrashing opponent 
Mike Howard in a 6-1, 6-3 battle. 
The Spartans' No.
 2 man, Paul Batten, was also able 
to 
continue  his winning 
streak.
 defeating
 USF's Mark 
Hansell 
6-1.0-2. 
The Spartans will be travelling 
southward  for their 
next engagement, when they face Cal State -Long Beach 
Monday. 
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by Jeff Morris 
SJSU third baseman 
Chris Gallego 
has  already 
prepared 
himself  for 




rather  not 
think
 about, the 
day when 
he has
 to put 
away the 
cleats










I can now see 
that
 
baseball  is 







-captain  said. 
If I am not drafted or 
I can't play
 pro ball it won't 
be too much of a traumatic 
experience
 for me because 
I have gotten a 
hell  of a lot 
of fun out of baseball," 
Gallego 
Gallego, who was 
a 
standout infielder at 
Lincoln High and San Jose 
City College before coming 
to SJSU has 
been avidly 
scouted by the 
Dodger 
organization this year. 




the season," Gallego said. 
SJSU's baseball team 
is almost entirely made up 
of JC transfers, so Gallego, 
being one of only two senior 
regulars,
 has to lead by 
example on the field 
rather 




 know how to play 
the game so there is no 
need for me to 
be con-





just what Gallego did 
last  
weekend as he went 
six -for -
11 agaisnt Fresno State in 
the three -game series, 
including
 a two-run triple. 





Spartan hitter, is being 
scouts. 





Gallego, a San Jose 
native, has been involved 
in organized baseball
 since 
the age of six. 
His usually serious 
facial expression brightens 
up when he recounts his 



























Mtn View. Ca 941-3600 
VF Store also Open Weeknights 
lit
 9 8 Sun. 12 to 5 
NOW HIRING 
Distributor for 
Large  West Coast Manufacturing 
company now hiring for new 








County and Boy Area 
Personnel
 




salary and commission 
service
 departments  
EARN UP 






























applications  is 
April  11th.
 
Applications are available  
in














 Director of Academic Affairs 
 Director of Business Affairs 
 Director of California State Affairs 




 of Community Affairs 
 
Director of Intercultural 
Affairs  
 Director
 of Ethnic Affairs 
 










































Applications  must be returned to 
the A.S. 
Office by April 
11th at 3:15 
but may be 
submitted







watched by Dodger 
infielder and 
pitcher.  
"I used to pitch 
in 
Little League
 and high 
school but the competition 
in college 
forced me to 
limit my play 
to one 




laughter at the 
suggestion that he should 
try to pitch for SJSU. 
"The competition is too 
tough at that position, plus 
the fact that I am 
by
 far a 
better fielder than pit-
cher," chuckled Gallego, 
who 
pronounces  his name 
with the l's instead of the 
Spanish "y" for 
double II. 
Gallego is the second of 
three brothers 
and all 
played baseball. -My older 
brother
 played at Lincoln 
hat
 didn't go on any farther 




High,"  the 5-9, muscular 
175
-pound infielder said. 
Gallego was talked into 
coming 
to SJSU by Sam 
Piraro, a 
former baseball 
assistant at SJSU who now 




"During my second 




 to me 





Gallego  was not 
initially happy at SJCC 
because he was being 
shifted from 
second base to 
shortstop nearly every 
other game.
 
"During my first year 
at 
City, I lost my con-
fidence
 in my fielding 
because I never 
playing 






















real.time  programming 
MINI  s 
(particularly  POP II sl  DEC RSX PASCAL 
FORTRAN
 C UNIX Assembly Language 
Inter  
esting















or the Jobs Day 












a game. Finally in my 
second year I 
became  a 
regular at second 
base,"  
said Gallego, who is second 
in batting 
on
 this year's 
team with a .297 average. 
Oddly




Gallego  to play third base, 
where he has 
been playing 





however,  sees 
his best chance at making 




"To say that 
I could 
step in and play pro ball 
now is way out of reach but 
I could play 




Gallego would like to 
go to an expansion club 
such as Seattle if drafted 
because in his opinion it 
would 
be as little easier for 





would do if the Dodgers 
should draft him, Gallego 
immediatley answered. 
"I'd go for it and play 
wherever they told me 
too." 




ones for Gallego because 




used to take 
baseball very seriously and 
reall get down on myself 
when I made a bad 
play.  
But in the last 
two years, I 
have learned to enjoy 
baseball and my con-
centration is better 
because I am not 
so
 
worried about making 
mistakes." Gallego said. 
Had
 Gallego not 
learned to enjoy baseball, 
he might have become a 
jazz 
musician.  
"I played trumpet in a 
band some friends 
and I 
put together in high school. 
We were 
pretty
 good and I 
seriously considered 
becoming a musician," 
Gallego 
said.  
"Baseball just took up 
more and more of my time 
during high school, so I 
decided 








still  remains 
my top outside hobby, but 
my time is really tight this 
semester  because 
I work 
now." 
Gallego is what he 





 restaurant in 
south  San Jose. 
"I work three 
days a 
week and it's getting
 tough 
to work, play ball and 





























 just the 
career  
opportun-






































































































































men's golf team has
 been shooting 
practice rounds
 in Fresno in 
preparation
 for battle 
in the 54-hole Fresno
 State Golf Classic 
today 
through 







be among a field of 
nine schools at the 
Fresno 
event, including




 favorite, No. 4 
UCLA 
and No. 10 
Arizona
 State. The 
Spartans are 
currently
 ranked in the top
 20 squads in the 
country.  
Although
 coach Jerry 
Vroom's  1980 squad has 
proved  itself 
unexpectedly
 strong in 
this
 season's 
competition  so far. the 
Fresno
 Classic looms as 
a 
traditional  "jinx" 
to the Spartans,
 according to 
Vroom. 
'We have never won the Fresno Classic and 
I'm 
really
 not sure why." Vroom
 said. 
He indicated that
 the tournament was
 played on 
a different
 course every year 
and  for some reason 
unknown  to both 
Vroom  and the 
golfers,
 SJSU has 
just 
traditionally  not 






 in Fresno is 
a long course
 with a rating of 
71.8,  designated by 




 not been a deterrent
 to us in the 
past." Vroom said. 
"We have as strong a team 
as 
we've ever sent to to Fresno
 and I would say that, 
knowing the 
field, a finish in the top 
four
 would be a 
respectable finish
 for us." 
Expected to carry 
out the winning this weekend 
for 
the Spartans are junior 




Swank  recently 
brought
 home the top
 score for 
the Spartans, 
a 143, good for 






March  14. He 
also slid into
 second place 
for the high 
SJSU
 mark in 
the UC-Davis 
Invitational. 
Gazzaneo,  who pulls in with 
a 74.7 average after 
10 rounds of season
 play, is also expected to 
pull for 
the 
Spartans  this 
weekend.  
Gazzaneo
 made a 
gallant
 attempt 





 in San 
Francisco 
last weekend, 
but was beat 











 the clubs 
this  weekend for 
the 
SJSU
 squad are Tom 
Cole, Mike 
Barnblatt,  Terry 
Foreman
 and Mike 
Lang."Maybe  we 
will
 be able to 
reverse the 






Spartans  face the  
formidable




Intercollegiate  Golf Cham-
pionships 
April 1-3 at Pasatiempo






 Barnblatt, caught here preparing to chip onto the 
green 
during a practice session,
 is one of six SJSU golf team members teeing off 
today 
in















Editor's  note: 












 a trail of 
victories
 in the 























 merits and 
league
 awards - 
including 
qualifying  for 
the 




this weekend - 
this  season is a 
positive mental
 attitude and a 
"team 
spirit,"  according
 to both 
coaches
 and 
bowlers on the two teams.
 
"We
 aren't just a 
bunch  of individuals 
bowling," said
 John Nakashima,
 one of the 
brigade 
of 14 bowlers on the 
SJSU  squads. 
"We go out there
 and work as a 
team 
with 
each other for the 
score  and I think 
that's our advantage." 
Nakashirna is one of 
seven members 
on the men's 
team,  which beside 
prac-
tically
 cleaning up its
 competition this 
season, 
is now ranked 






 on the lanes, 
the women, 




picked  as No. 1 
in
 the nation 
by the Bowling
 Writers 
Association  of 
America. 
"The 
longer they ( the 
bowlers) are 
together and
 working with one 
another, the 
more  they 
reinforce
 one another," 
Terry 
Vaeth, 
mentor  of the 
men's  team. said. 
It must, because 
the  teams travel to 
Fresno 
this  weekend for the sectional 
battle
 practically unmatched
 by any other 
teams in their
 division. 
Five members of each of the two 
teams were selected
 as the top five 
competitors
 for this weekend's contest in 
Fresno, 
and  both Vaeth and women's 
coach Terry Gregory admitted 
it
 was hard 
to choose a top five from 
such  an evenly 
matched line-up. 
"Any one of the 
bowlers on either
 team 
is just as 
good as the 
others  on any 
given 
day,"  Gregory 
said of the 
participants  on 
the 




impossible  to 
pick 
















































































 of the 
success 
they've seen
 this year, 
say both 
bowlers  
and  coaches, 
is the 
good  working 




 coach Pat 
Rossler said they 
don't like to 
make
 
distinctions  between 
the
 "men's" and 
"women's" teams. 
"It's really only one 
team,- she said. 
"When  we go to a competition, we 
go
 as the 
SJSU bowling 
team,  not as two separate 
teams shooting for two separate goals." 
"We all ( the women's
 team) get a lot 
of support
 from the guys," Sandi Wooton 
said, while taking 




 have not 
always  been 
so easy 
for the  
men and 
women.  Since 
the 
women's team




 and such 
unlimited 
success in 
the past, ( 
they
 have won 
four  




have gone national once 
before), the men 
"felt
 a little frustrated," 
Terry  Vaeth said 
"The
 men have had stiffer 
competit*Dil 
than the women because
 there are just a 
whole
 lot of really good bowling 
teams  in 
the men's league," he said,
 "so there has 
been some friction ( between the teams) in 
the past." 
But things
 have turned up this year, as 
both the men and women came out on top 
in their big season battles, and "team 
spirit" seems to be the key word going into 
this weekend's big 
action, according to 
Nakashima. 
"We've definitely
 got the 
psychological 
advantage  on everyone 
else,"
 Nakashima said. 
If a psychological advantage
 is really 
what catapulted 
them  through this 
season,  
and if it can induce a win
 this Saturday at 
the sectional,
 then the SJSU 
bowlers are 
well on their way
 to achieving national 

























































































 TO CO 
1362 S. 
Winchester  Blvd.. 
San Jose, CA 
95182 











invites  you to spice
 up your life. 
Come and try our great









and  more. 























7 days a week 8:00 to 8:00 
289-8590 




A Robert Hillman film 
8HAGMAN 
Robert Hillman will 

































Happy  Hour 
Weekdays 


























































































































































































































































































A twist on the staid 
University  Booktalks will bc 
presented today 
when men's athletic 
coach Ernie Bullard 
discusses the 
effects
 two different 
philosophies  have had 











Scope  and 




at 12:30 p.m. 
in Staff 
Cafeteria














"I'm tired of 
being known 




 students as athletes 
to working with 
them
 in academics. He 
said most faculty 
deal with 




"Coaching  is human




 Bullard said. 




 the student.. 
that's why my blood 
pressure is as high 
as


























































SPARTAN G   
Recycling
 






















cans. (plecse  
flatten).  
motor
























 MAR ING 
OUR  kit 
selling
 for 529.95














 and top 
quality
 























 beer with 5 
percent  alcohol 
and
 













 with you 
on Friday 
nights  from 7 to 
loin the 
Beermalters  Pub, 









4th  Street 
San Jose, 288 6647 
Store
 open. Vied. 
thru
 Sat.. 9 a.m.
 to 
6 pm..
 4 days. 
ARE y. 












John Eric Paulson Call 
John at 4441 
7318 
SJSU GSU  Gay 
Student






















meet,  learn 
about 
themselves  and 
each  
other and 
















































 Concerned has a 





2276 Maywood Ave 
CO.Box

















































 the School of Ballet Arts 
Inc 
info. in classes at new spacious 
studio.









 R A 
5110W  YOU CARE 
774(I 
SIERRA CLUE:
 Bicycle 1.100 miles 
down the 
Pacific Coast this summer 









by ferry Iter 
touring the 
is tand we will 






co..  For 
more information 
attend the Sierra 
Club 
meeting










 Meeting is 
April   
UTAH! 











Sit lift pass to 
all
     















 pay as soon., possible. 
Call  
998 






turn  Utah upside 
down 













 Tuesday at 













 slides on "The 


















  on 
Sailing the Santa 
'tiara
 
Channel  Islands 
Everyone 






rune up. replace controt 
box,  
5500 00 Call 











51,500. Call 226-9494 
or
 227 8582. 
'78  FORD Mullane II.
 2 -tone, PS. 
Pe. AC. V-6, 4 -speed. sunroof. 54,900 
or best offer. Call 274 7446 
For Sale 
SHREDDED FOAM 
RUBBER  .65 
cents per 
lb. No limit. Call 293'2954. 
10
 PERCENT off 
antiques  you can 
afford for dorm, apt., 
furniture,  old 
clothes  
Decorative  
items.  Open 1,5 












switch. CrOVFeCr bias 
and  automatic shut 
off. Excellent 
condition.
 1120 Call 277,8453 




















CAMPUS I  p 
Program.
 
Financial Planning Tram... and 
Sales Course CALL 249 5275 




Saratoga and Sunnyvale Fleable 
Sours Apply
 In 
person  at 210 
South  
1st




drovers needed. Full and 
part  
time drivers and dispatchers.
 Must 
be 25 years of age or older Male and 
female. All shifts 
available. Call 





 Sailing E 6 pedotrons 








 for ap 
plication, info, ref erra Is to 
CRUISEWORLD 20, 2535
 Watt Ave., 
Box 60129, Sacramento, CA 95140. 
JOSS!
 
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA! 
Little rap 
Fantastic Tips! Pay! 















 Sacramento. CA 
01148
 
AMUSEMENT  park fun Last 





openings, full time summer Apply 
NOW. FRONTIER VILLAGE 






 and Ilemble 
hours Nursing and clerical
 per 
sonnet  needed Aides 
Mine 
. LVN's 
SI, hr . RN s 59Mr  
Clerical at 
various rates Some eperience 
needed Call New Horizons at 244 
5552
 
MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Shiest 
American. foreign No 
experience  
required.
 Excellent pay, worldwide 




information  to SEAFAX. 
Dept. C 6, First and Laurel
 Streets, 
Port Angeles, 
Washington  90367. 
THE House of 
Genii  in San Jose is 
looking tor a TEPPAN YAK1 COOK 
for a Japanese steak 
house 
Cali 


















college Fluent  in Spanish













wens,an  who can 
play 



























 797-6311 afternoons 
OVERSEAS  
JOBS' 







































preferred,  will 
train 
Call
 377 0624 after 3 
p m 
JOBS
 IN ALASKA. Summer or yea 
round Good pay  
MO
 to 52,000 
monthly.All
 fields parks, fisheries. 
teaching.
 oil 









53 to Alasco, Box 
2480
 16595 Sabado
 Tardy, No 
31, 
Goleta,  CA 93018 
EASY extra income S500 to 51,000 
stuffing envelopes 
Guaranteed  
Send sell addressed,  stamped en 
velope TO DEXTER EN 
TERPR1SES. 3039 Shrine PI . Los 
Angeles. CA 90007 
RADIO lime sales. Sell for
 top 
stations in 




12 years experrence. Top corn 
missions









 needs tutor for 
Bus.  
92, 
Intro  Data Process/Fortran. Cal! 
Steven 41716 1509 before 5.30 
Housing  
MOTHER  OLSON'S LODGINGS.
 
Two
 houses   
street  from 
campus. 








56000 565 per wk. single. 
122 
North




guys  and gals 
Kitchen, game 






per  week 
shared. 165 
per 









 non smoker. 
Serious student
 wanted to share
 2 
bdrm.. 2 ba apt. near Westgate.
 10 




and I   
facilities Call 257,8936 after 
II p.m   
or leave message for Meg at 255 
9454.  
COUPLE  with add to 
share 4 Odom. 
house near
 campus
 with couple 
with 
child. SHARE 11 child care. 
21
 to 
op food buying. 31 








 and 51 













 -private  1-/2 
ha, Kitchen,  
living and laundry 
room privileges in gay male 
household
 1 1/ 1 
blocks  1mm 
campus. S170/mo.




wonted: Real nice 7 
bdrrn., 2 ha.




school. Pool, sauna, 
rev room. 
tennis I am an 
Aero senior Must be 










 irmoved forever  
Specialist
 Contodentral, 3S5 S 
flaywoof Ave. 





like to find lemale to be 
with 
a handicapped  
man. II in 
terested call 290 7301 





 "Dallas Cowgirls 
Don't get 
14I0  stoned in litho class 
Your 105010.
 
WHAT is the official 
lewd, of Alpha 
PhOrPRED.
 
GAMMA  Phi Seta pledges 
present:  
Keepsake
 Easter candy tar sale in 
front  of S.U., 3/20.




 you in the 
lace? Frght back! 
Be
 a Resident 
Adviser
 in one 
of
 the seven 
SJSU
 
dorms For further 
























Now you can get
 "A 










 are mailed to 
You
 








 Box 21026, 
San Jose, CA 











only 75 cents. 







Ain't  no stopping us 
now. It's you and me 
babe
 cut love is 
all we need. Thanks for melting my 
BA) 
so sperm!. "1 L.Y." always. 
M.R R , 
DDS  
CONGRATS cheer and song   
E verybody who tried out was a 
-Winnter " Looking forward to 
a 
GREAT year! Pam (wavy hair) 
Services 
MOVING AND HAULING. Have 









 No blood test regurred 
 No walling
 
 Confidential Legal 
Reverend Donald 













elegant and universally 
understood For the finest
 award 
winning 
photography,  call John at 
4441 
7318 
CENTER for Women's 
Care 
Family Planning Facility 
 Free pregnancy testing 
 Gyn Exam Services 









Writing Laboratory will 
help 




paper  work. 
Come
 in early in your writing 
process













ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN 
Male cake popper for your next
 
bachelorefte party. Call Rick at 248 
0344 
after 7 p.m. 
SELFHYPNOSIS TRAINING 
Improve concentration and study 













rates For a 
free  estimate, 
call
 Art 
at 266 1620 
evenings  and weekends 
Stereo 
!!MUSIC
 and MONEY LOVERS!! 
Get
 the best for less from A.E.
 AU-




buying service with nearly 
300  
brands 
of stereo coon  
to,
 
compacts, portables and  res 
for the car,  home, stage or studio. 
Also, TV's, protectron Systems.
 
video 
recorder/cam  and games All 
items new in factory sealed 
cartons
 
wall lull manufacture  
warranty
 30 
day defectsoe  
exchange  with op 
trona!  5 year parts AND labor 
Shopped
 direct from wholesale 
d  Motors 
to your done in I to
 II 





 or more info. 
SMWFS. 
to to 10 Ask
 for KEN 
Look to 
A.E. 




 lowest prices. 
AUDIO 
ENTERPRISES  HAS IT! 






stereo. TV, recorder or recording 
tape, check with
 




meter  brands 
of equipment Good prices available 
on
 lust about EVERYTHING Cor 
reCt, honest information given on 
Performance.  
quality.  etc We 




lily loudspeakers and kits 
WHOLESALE
 to the public.Our 
speakers use the same components 
that 
most  ol the highly popular and 
advertised Systems
 use but at 1/3 to 
1,7 the 
cost. Full manufacturers 
warranty with local service 
Showroom  and manufacturing 
facilities in San Jose Sounds 
Unique. 262 8793. Open 
rues  Fro , 1 
6.
 Sat  noon 
I. 
Students applying for the Creative Arts Department's 
third annual European tour are 
encouraged to make 
reservations before the Tuesday,
 April 1 airline price 
hike. 
The 
expected  airfare  increase of at least 10 
percent  
would add $70 to $100 to the trip's total cost
 of $2,108, said 





 tour, scheduled for June 
20-July 15, will include 
stops in Rome, Florence, 
Venice, Budapest. Vienna, 
Prague, Paris and London,




 FLIGHTS 19110 Domestic 
and international
 let flights 
anywhere at 




 rot all charter 
operations 
inC 
Wang Laker) Hawaii 
Memco ... 
Europe  . Asia AlriCa 
Australia USA, Travel  Services
 
Available
 International Student 
Identity Card 
issuance Ewa!, 
Sludent  Rail and 
BritRail  passes 
Overseas lob placement 
USA, 
Canada and MelliC0 Travel . Youth 




.. Wide map 
selection . 
Luggage  Backpacks 
.. Hard to find 
travel books . 
Voltage converters .. 
Camping  
tours























 Call 14001 2934613. 
, 
"ADVENTURE
 travelers interested 
in 
Mountaineering  
Trekking  . 







nano gliding river 











 Davis at Trip 
and 
Travel Planning 
Co.,  444 E. William 
St.,
 San Jose,  CA 95112,  Call 
14081  
792 1613 Mon ,Fri.. 
9.6  ... Sat., 
95
 
Sun., noon s.  
WORK permits for American 
full 
time 







(Kibbutz  .. No red tape no 
gommock authentic 
Contact 
Trip and Travel Planning 
Co.,  444 e 
Wilham  
St.. 
San Jose,  CA 95112. 
Cali  
14081


















 S.F./N.Y., one way,
 









 ./S F., 
round  trip . S298 
Most stay over one Sat night 7 
days advance purchase . max stay 
40 days 5298 Price effective June I 
and sista.t to government ap 
proval
 
BOOK EARLY FOR THE 
ABOVE BUDGET FARES 
Contact Trip arid Travel Planning 
CO. 444 E William
 St.. San Jose,  CA 
95112 Call
 














 A PROFir 




 Mmes,  reports, 
vitaes,  term reports, 
letters, doe  
'orates,  charts. 
graphs.
 etc 




 VI 1216. 9 ens 
tot
 p.m. 




TYPING: Accuracy. neatness and 





 di  
ions.  
App   
by SJSU Graduate 
Department. IBM SM, If South 
San 
Jose,. Blossom Valley area 
Call 
Janet  at 227 9525.  
TYPING: 






Correcting  Selectroc. All work 













 Call 252 SOW 
INTELLIGENT TYPING 
Connie




 Thesis, term paPers. el, 
Expel ienced
 and last Reasonabh
 
rates.  Call
 269 8674. 

































































Minknum Three lines One Day 
Sommter 















PiNG  by 
Kathy  Professional and 
arperienced  Selectric II Cali 984 
8370
 
TYPING'My firm can 
handle  
anything from one letter to 
large 
mall 














 the 24 spaces available, 10 are 
filled,
 she added. 
The deadline 
for applying is 
Wednesday,  April 30. 




 tours in each 
city, museum and 
concert visits, 
housing  and two meals 
per day. 
Three units
 of upper division 
credit, in either 
Creative  
Arts 
196 or 180, are 
available  for students
 who desire it, 
Lewandowski 
said.  The coursework
 is optional, she 
ad-
ded. 
For more information, 
contact  Lewandowski at 277-
2831
 (Faculty Offices
 225) or 246-3743.
 
FAST. accurate typing/editong on 
Selectrec II Theses. 
erc Words 






typist.  IBM 
Selectroc. 
Reasonable rates Call °oldie at 762 
0445 






BERKELEY Toping Agen , 
Professional 
WI





 M F Call 2004744
 
or stop by 




(between  9th and 10th 
streets)
 




 books using 







Street 747 1692 
DAILY CROSSWORD
 PUZZLE 
Edited by Margaret 
Farrar and Trude Jaffe 
mole. Amick. I WM, Strodkeir 
ACROSS 


























































Sauce  for lo 
mein 
41 City S of Dallas 
42 Good luck 












It brings good 
luck
 
54 First name 
of
 a 

































7  Swiss canton 






11 Theater box 







24 Chases fly balls: 
Colloq. 
25 Capital












29 Well done! 
30 




























47 Down with: Fr. 
48 Bring - end 














5 6 7 8 9 
10







































OMOR =MOO OOMM 







umom mom moon 







OORR OROUO MOOR 
OOMR 







































































































































-continued from page 1 
One eyewitness, advertising senior 
Brian 
McMahon,  said the incident resulted 
from people 
ignoring an announcement 
made several times that the Pub was 
closed. 
Pub employees then began asking
 
people to leave, according to 
McMahon.  
At one point, a table was turned over, 
breaking a glass pitcher, 
he said. Shortly 
afterwards. Pub employees began 
physically  leading
 people out. 
McMahon
 said 


























 he did not 
know  whether 
SJSU
 will have 





















 the report 
was 
then turned 






said  that Burns 




 of the 
report. 
-I know it wasn't 
altered.  In no way 
would Burns
 alter that report.
 He told me 
to write a 
report
 and didn't 
bother
 me 
while I was writing 
it
 nor did he alter it 
after it had 
been written,- 










 that the 
defendants  
-tampered  with 
student files 
in order to 
cover up such 
acts of discrimination" the 
trio
 believes were discovered
 in preparing 
the report. 
The complaint claims 
that the alleged 
tampering 
caused them to suffer "damage 
to their reputations" and 
to
 suffer "great 
physical and mental pain." 
The
 three plaintiffs 
are seeking 
$100,000
 each in both general and 
punitive  
damages claimed 
in the second cause of 
action. 
The third and final part of the 
com-
plaint claims there was a "breach of 
contract"
 by the university with the 
students. 
The suit states that a 
"contract  is 
embodied in the 'General Catalog, Un-
dergraduate Study - Bulletin.' " Alleged 
-breaches" include the claim that Middle 
Eastern students are "routinely required 
to complete more than 128 units." 
Asad, the 
aeronautics  graduate,  
claims
 in the document that he completed 
148 units at graduation and Taovil 
estimates that he will have 180 
completed  
when he graduates. 
Breach of contract
 is also alleged in 
the 
suit because ''graduation dates of 




 at the last minute" to 
complete additional courses. 
The document states the three have 
"lost employment
 opportunities." They 
want to recover 
wages they feel were lost 


















SJSU  be 
required
 to 
























given  to 
all 
students"
























all  aeronautics 
faculty  and ad-
visers."  The 
program
 would be 
designed  
to 
"encourage  faculty 
members to treat 
all students equally." 
The plaintiffs also are asking
 for 
reasonable 
attorney's  fees and costs of the  
suit. 
"I 









plaintiffs.  "They 
( the university ) 
will be found 
guilty  of 
discrimination.
 
"I have confidence and enough 
evidence," Dickstein added. She would not 
comment on what 
possible
 evidence she 
has. 
Dickstein said she is waiting for legal 
responses on the charges to be filed by the 
university and Leonard. 
The deadlines for the responses are set 
for March 31 for Leonard and
 April 7 for 
the 
university  and could be extended by 
Judge Robert F. Peckham. 
F'ollowing filing the responses there 
will be a telephone conference 
among 
Peckham, and attorneys for both plaintiffs 
and defendants on May 2, 
according
 to 


















Taovil refused to talk to the Daily
 
about the suit or the
 charges. Frangeih 
and Asad were 






 Al' - Three men 
and 
two women were nabbed after an alarm 
warned authorities of a bank 
robbery 
Wednesday at the Barclays Bank in 
Cupertino, the Santa Clara County 
sheriff's office reported yesterday. 
One  of 
the  men
 was 





















the  bandit was 
wounded,  he 
grabbed a 
female 










head,  Trombley  















































Two women in 
the getaway car, 
which  
had been 
reported  stolen in 
Louisiana,  
were nabbed a short
 time later about 
seven miles away 
by
 Santa Clara police. 
The 
bandits  are also 
wanted for 
questioning in 
connection with a 
$100,000 
bank robbery Jan. 29 in 
Plain Dealing, La., 




 Angeles, authorities said. 
"They were apparently some really 
heavy-duty people," Trombley reported.
 
He identified the five as Lonnie 
Charles Jackson, 34, who was hospitalized 
for the gunshot wound; LeRoy Jackson, 
26; Mary Ann Crockett, 27, and Mary Ann 
Terrell, 29. 
Trombley said they apparently were 
"very transient" and 

















 in one of 
the 
seven dorms on campus is 
Monday. March 31. 
According
 to Nancy 
Allen, programs coor-
dinator for the Housing 
Department, over 250 
applications for the 
fall 
semester have been given 
out. 
Only 
28 positions are 
available  and 
completed  
applications
 can be turned 











Spartan Pub presents 
New Wave 
Band and Das 
Blok at 8 tonight. Call 
Peter  
Bloom at 
277-2807 for more 
information. 
   
Rho Epsilon 
presents 
guest speaker Don 
Atkinson 
at
 7 tonight in the 
S.U. Montalvo Room.
 Call 
Steve James at 297-2598 for
 
more information. 




Proposition  9 
I STOP 9) will hold a 
meeting at 7 









   
El Concilio will 
hold a 
meeting 




   




nations" for 75 cents all 
day today in front of 
the 
Student  
Union. To have 
carnations delivered 
tomorrow, stop at the booth 
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 for more information. 
















 2 p.m, 














   
Campus Ambassadors
 
will hold a Bible Stud) 
from 1:55 to 2:45 p.m. 
today in the 
S.U.  Montalvo 
Room. 
   
Sigma Chi
 Fraternity 





"Stardust" at 9 tonight at 





Our Xerox 9 00 will 
allow you to reproduce 
for 4C a page. 
And  our overnight rates are 
just  31/2C. 
Dissertations copied on thesis 
quality  cotton 













THIRD  ST 












Tower Records is having a sale on two outstanding blank cassettes 
from 
Memorex.  one of 
the  most respected names 
in audio technol-
ogy. For a limited time, we're offering the MRX3  Oxide Cassette and 
the Memorex High Bias Cassette at special 'Trial Offer' prices: buy 
one at the regular price and get the second at just half price. The 
two -pack MRX3 tape is priced at 3.33 and the two -pack High Bias at 
5.99. This is an excellent opportunity to lay in a good 
supply
 of a 











 Oxide Cassette is 
Memorex's  
finest cassette 
for  use on machines with 
the 
Normal  Bias setting. It 
provides true response 
and  reliability not found in 
most cassettes of 
comparable 
cost
 This is an excellent
 oppor-
tunity






standard  tapes at the 
special
 "Buy one, 
get one for 
half  price" trial offer 
price: 
The 60 -minute
 MRX3 Oxide 
cassette  is sold 





 Z  
MEMORE








HIGH  BIAS CASSETTE
 
Made with
 an exclusive 






 delivers high 
frequency  
fidelity with low 
noise, and excellent 
response across the 
entire
 audio spec-
trum. Now you can get this 
superb 
cassette  at significant sav-
ings  in a 
special  trial offer: buy 
one, get one at half price. The 90. 
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